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■ Automatic Gain Control (AGC): Provides

speech level adjustments to a user-provi-

sioned optimal level. AGC is bi-directional

and applies a varying level of gain or atten-

uation to maximize conversational tone and

keep speech easy to hear.

■ Intelligent Level Control (ILC): This is the

combination of noise compensation, noise

reduction, and automatic gain control, which

work together to adapt to specific call char-

acteristics, adjust speech to appropriate lis-

tening levels, and readjust dynamically

throughout the call to create a consistently

intelligible conversation.

■ Dynamic speech restoration: Rebuilds

damaged voice signals degraded due to

multiple vocoding applications (common in

wireless-to-wireless calls interfacing with a

tandem network). 

■ Improved signal-to-noise ratio: Unlike other

approaches that remove noise by decreas-

ing the overall signal level, reducing speech

volume and boosting quiet speech while also

boosting noise, Studio Sound bi-directionally

improves the signal-to-noise ratio, resulting in

much higher call quality. 

■ Provisioning: Graphical user interface

enables fine-tuning to maximize perfor-

mance to suit network characteristics.

All these features work together closely to cre-

ate an optimal listening environment for both

parties in a wireless telephone conversation

(see Figure 1), no matter how great the distrac-

tions due to outside noise, such as traffic. This

leads to higher customer satisfaction, and

higher retention rates. 

FEATURES

NMS Communications’ Studio Sound® is the industry’s leading comprehensive suite of voice 

enhancement capabilities for wireless communications. Proven to increase Mean Opinion Scores

(MOS) by as much as 20%, it creates an optimal listening environment for both parties in a wireless telephone

conversation, leading to higher customer satisfaction, increased usage, and higher retention rates. 

Studio Sound is a well-developed technology that has been deployed globally, and is continually enhanced

to deliver increasingly advanced features. Not only is Studio Sound available on NMS’ system platforms, it is

also available as a standalone product to be incorporated into suitable DSPs.

■ Noise Reduction (NR): Reduces back-

ground noise that would be passed through

the mobile phone’s microphone — up to 

20 dB, well beyond that inherently reduced

in CDMA coding. NR is accomplished 

without affecting the quality or volume of 

the speaker’s voice, for an improved 

signal-to-noise ratio. 

■ Noise Compensation (NC): An exclusive

feature that dynamically improves signal-to-

noise ratio as subscribers move in and out

of noisy environments, automatically adjust-

ing speech levels with a one-second ramp

up time that improves listener comfort by

avoiding abrupt transitions. Low-level

speech can be boosted up to 12 dB, with

thresholds set for very loud input speech, 

to eliminate distortion and uncomfortably

high speech levels. 

Figure 1: The architecture of an NMS echo canceller with Studio Sound
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For the latest information on 

supported features and operating 

systems, refer to our web site at

www.nmscommunications.com.
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Actual field recordings at customer sites attest

to the high quality performance achieved when

an NMS echo canceller with Studio Sound is

installed in a network. Figure 2 compares the

A COMPLETE LINE OF 
VOICE ENHANCEMENT SYSTEMS

PROVEN PERFORMANCE

input to the echo canceller before Studio

Sound and the output after Studio Sound is

applied. Automatic gain control was not used

in this demonstration.

Figure 2: Actual results at a customer site with one person on a wireless phone (B-side) and the other 
on a PSTN phone (A-side). Loud bus noises were played in the wireless environment.
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The results show how the noise was greatly

reduced for the listener on the PSTN side,

while the volume of the PSTN speaker

increased dramatically during periods of loud

noise on the wireless side. The difference in

call quality before and after Studio Sound has

impressed many service providers in similar

field trials conducted all over the world.

NMS voice enhancement systems are com-

plete, open and ready-to-install solutions

deployed in central offices and mobile switch-

ing centers (MSCs) to achieve consistently

clear voice quality. These offerings, deployed

by over 100 of the world’s leading service

providers in today’s telecom and packet-based

networks include market-leading voice

enhancement and echo cancellation systems

acquired from Lucent Technologies. Many of

these systems were designed by the engi-

neers who invented echo cancellation technol-

ogy at Bell Labs, the predecessor to Lucent

Technologies. These technology-leading prod-

ucts connect to the widest variety of network

interfaces, embed custom ASIC technology,

offer the highest density at the lowest cost,

ensure the highest quality voice in the noisiest

settings through the patented Studio Sound

feature, and are available with comprehensive

support and services. Offerings in this product

family include:

■ Sonata100 High-Density T1 

Echo Cancellation and 

Voice Enhancement System

■ Mercury High-Density Broadband 

Echo Cancellation and 

Voice Enhancement System

■ Sonata III High-Density E1 

Echo Cancellation and 

Voice Enhancement System


